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Data and the insights it provides are valuable assets for any organization.

Data-driven insights can help your organization improve performance, increase 

revenue, reduce costs, and increase customer satisfaction and retention—but only if 

the data can be fully unlocked, quickly analyzed, and put to work in your business.

No one likes to talk about it, but data is messy—and 

dynamic. It’s a moving target that continues to change 

quickly, grow exponentially, and create a drag on 

digital transformation while you’re trying to integrate 

all your data sources and make sense of the chaos.

As a result, data is a daunting challenge as well as an opportunity for many 

businesses.

Today, data is everywhere. It comes from sources as diverse as smart applications 

and industrial sensors, and across multiple platforms. Nearly every business now 

has access to a mind-boggling volume and variety of data every day. But access is 

only the starting point. It’s what you do with your data that matters most—from 

increasing the quality and speed of data-driven decisions across your organization to 

transforming data insights into intelligent action that drives innovation.

Intelligent action based on data-driven insights is the 
new competitive advantage. It’s the one thing that truly 
differentiates one business from all others. And that’s 
what modern BI is all about.

JOSH JAMES 
CEO

Leverage 100% of your data, 
across 100% of your business.
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Business intelligence (BI) tools and processes evolved over time to help organizations 

like yours make good use of their data to improve the business and stay competitive. 

Yet, in today’s fast-moving world, there is growing concern among business 

leaders, IT professionals, data scientists, and end users over whether 

traditional BI is still up to the challenge.

 

Traditional BI was designed to serve the needs of a traditional business—and it 

performed that role well for a long time. Traditional BI relies on sophisticated tools 

and highly skilled experts to run queries, analyze and interpret data, and generate 

reports that can be shared with business decision-makers. Traditional BI tends to 

focus on answering a relatively narrow set of mission-critical questions, providing 

key metrics that offer moment-in-time snapshots of the business, and then 

responding to follow-up queries as needed. 

Traditional BI can provide valuable information, but lack of resources—from budget 

restrictions to too few data scientists and high-code engineers—often places severe 

constraints on what traditional BI can deliver. There are always more legacy systems 

and compliance issues to manage; more people asking questions and waiting in line 

for answers; more spreadsheets in circulation when the answers don’t come; and 

more data than you can manage with the available time and resources.

As a result, it sometimes takes months to 

generate insights that may be stale and of 

limited use by the time they arrive. Many 

other queries are simply rejected or end up 

so low on the priority list that they never 

see the light of day. These increasingly 

frequent outcomes frustrate not only 

business decision-makers, but also the data 

analysts and IT professionals who work 

so hard to consistently provide business 

intelligence that is of strategic value to the 

organization.



Today, fewer and fewer businesses fit the traditional mold. Business everywhere 

is undergoing continuous and rapid change—driven by a dynamic global economy, 

evolving customer demands, and the widespread use of sophisticated applications, 

connected devices, and advanced technologies.

To remain relevant and keep providing the extraordinary 
value that businesses rely on, BI must change, too. 

At Domo, our mission is to help our customers turn their data challenges into 

opportunities by delivering Modern BI for All ™. Modern BI for All puts the 

power of data into the hands of everyone in your organization, unleashing 

curiosity and driving innovation. And, above all, doing it fast.

 

This new, democratic approach to data access and insights—with proper governance 

and security to ensure responsible access to all relevant data needed to drive the 

business—enables employees at every level of the organization to make better 

decisions at a faster pace using fresher insights. Modern BI for All also frees your 

data analysts and IT professionals from routine BI tasks, so they can devote more 

time to strategic work that adds even more value to your business.

 

With Modern BI for All, you can leverage your existing data investments at cloud 

scale and in record time, while also adding new BI capabilities. There’s no need to rip 

and replace any part of your infrastructure or the BI tools you’re already using.

Instead, Modern BI for All allows you to get more value 
from your current investments by using cloud technology 
to achieve greater scalability and speed than traditional 
BI can offer. 



Unlocks all your data (including dark data), 
enabling you to use 100% of your data 
across 100% of your business. 

Empowers end-users to make small changes 
on their own and quickly get what they need 
to drive the business forward.  

Frees data experts to tackle bigger 
challenges and advance the technical 
acumen of the organization. 

Offers the flexibility to add or change items 
quickly and easily. 

Allows business users to easily find and 
share data that is relevant to their work. 

Heightens executives’ knowledge of the 
business by making real-time data easily 
accessible, anytime and anywhere. 

Allows executives to quickly get what they 
need on their own, freeing their team to 
focus on higher value work. 

Enables an integrated approach, with 
insights from reports and analyses 
automatically feeding back to operational 
systems to drive near real-time action. 

All data and insights can be consumed 
wherever your people are, with no barrier 
and no need to use a desktop computer. 

Insights can be easily shared with partners 
outside your organization, including 
suppliers, customers, and more. 

Gives well-governed access to everyone in 
the organization. 

Constrains IT and makes managing, adding, 
and changing data sources time consuming. 

Creates IT bottlenecks due to lack of 
resources and slows response times by 
bogging down analysts with routine tasks. 

Leaves IT pros and data analysts little time 
to explore new technologies and expand 
their skill sets. 

Makes business users reluctant to ask 
questions or submit ad-hoc requests that 
end up going nowhere. 

Frustrates business users by making it hard 
for them to get the data they need.  

Creates a tendency for executives to look 
at data infrequently, giving them an inexact 
understanding of their business.  

Provides executives with useful information, 
but it may take hours or days for their team 
to compile and format the data. 

Provides a read-only experience that lets 
people look at data to make a decision, but 
does little to enable real-time action. 

The people who need the data are often in 
the field and not empowered with the right 
access or experience to easily see insights. 

Reporting is only available for company 
employees; sharing with key partners can 
be challenging. 

Forces IT and analysts to restrict business 
users to specific data sets. 

TRADITIONAL BI MODERN BI FOR ALL

DATA AGILITY

DATA LITERACY

INTELLIGENT ACTION



Why 
Modern
BI for All?

Business intelligence is not a new idea. 

Although we now think of BI as inextricably linked to information technology, the 

principles and practice of business intelligence were around long before computers.

The term “business intelligence” was coined more than 150 years ago. When Richard 

Miller Devens published his “Cyclopædia of Commercial and Business Anecdotes” in 

1865, he used “business intelligence” to describe how a prominent banker, Sir Henry 

Furnese, actively gathered and analyzed information, and acted on the insights he 

drew from it, to outperform his competitors. Devens used Furnese’s story to show 

how data and empirical evidence were more reliable than instinct and intuition basis 

in developing a successful business strategy. 

Today, business intelligence has become an essential tool 
for business. 

Digital transformation is disrupting industries around the world, posing new 

challenges and creating new possibilities for countless businesses. Emerging and 

advanced technologies—from cloud computing to artificial intelligence to machine 

learning—are enabling new ways to explore ideas, solve problems, and seize 

opportunities. But there are no guarantees. 
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Even in times of disruption and uncertainty, BI helps companies make informed 

decisions about key issues, develop successful strategies, and improve performance 

by enabling them to gain valuable insights through the analysis of historical and 

real-time data, market trends, and other fact-based evidence that is relevant to their 

business. And because BI is so widely used, it is no longer simply a “nice to have” 

option. BI has become a requirement for staying competitive.  

 

Yet, a growing number of organizations worldwide are asking whether their existing 

BI tools and processes can keep pace with the rapidly evolving needs of their 

business.  

 

A 2020 IDG survey of business leaders in multiple countries found that more than 

half (53%) were looking to upgrade or replace their current BI tool within the next 12 

months, while only 26% of respondents said they had no plans to upgrade or replace 

their current BI tool during that timeframe. The remaining 21% said they were not 

currently using a BI tool but would evaluate and consider purchasing one or more in 

the coming year.

Without additional context, those numbers don’t tell the whole story, nor do 

they fully explain the struggle that many organizations are currently facing with 

traditional BI. In the same IDG Survey:

of respondents agreed 
that data silos make data 
exploration challenging at 
their organization 

said their organization’s 
data is not being utilized as 
fully as it could be

reported that BI and 
analytics at their 
organization are currently 
chaotic, with multiple 
solutions scattered across 
many different teams.

93% 88% 78%

SOURCE: 
IDG 
Communications, 
MARKETPULSE 
RESEARCH: Data 
Integration and 
Exploration, 
December 2020

of respondents looking to upgrade or 
replace their current BI tool within the 
next 12 months

53%
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The IDG survey also identified four top enterprise data strategy objectives. Those 

objectives were focused on improving:

The need for speed is an overarching and growing concern for many organizations. 

The traditional BI process—from communicating which questions to ask to gaining 

access to the right data to building the queries—is too slow to keep pace with 

the rapidly changing needs of a modern business. Organizations are increasingly 

frustrated and impatient with traditional BI’s lack of speed. 

Finally, nine in 10 respondents (90%) in the IDG survey rated the integration of 

multiple data sources as critical or very important for improving business 

outcomes—something that is a hallmark of Modern BI for All from Domo. 

Modern BI for All is uniquely equipped to help enterprise 

organizations achieve all four of these strategic 

objectives. That may explain why nearly all respondents 

in the survey (97%) said that providing self-service BI 

tools to make data more accessible to business users 

is a top priority for their organization.

Further, survey respondents noted several concerns among business users who 

lacked self-service BI tools for data access and had to rely on others to perform data 

queries, including:

Customer experiences 
and relationships 

The quality of 
decision-making 

Security and minimizing risk 
Employee productivity 
and morale 

97%

Communication gaps due to queries 
misinterpreted by analytics teams  

Slow responses and long wait times 
Frustrating limits on the number 
and frequency of requests 

Complex query processes 
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As we’ve shown, Modern BI for All offers capabilities that traditional BI alone can’t 

match. Yet, it also leverages your existing BI tools and infrastructure while using 

cloud technology to deliver exceptional scale and speed. And it empowers people all 

across your organization to do more with data.

Businesses that embrace this new way of thinking about 
data and business intelligence experience significant, 
often dramatic, real-world benefits.
 

For example, a large international consumer goods company that invests heavily in 

digital marketing and advertising to promote its many products wanted to be more 

strategic. The company tried many different tools in an effort to get a single view 

of its digital investments across multiple channels, countries, and brands (often 

with multiple social media handles for each). After years of struggling to make this 

cockpit view operational, the company finally worked with Domo to create a tool 

that tracks more than 20,000 data sources in real time to measure the performance, 

productivity, and ROI of its digital media investments. 

As a result, every marketer, product manager, and media owner at the company has 

a clear view of what’s working and what’s not working. Now, the company can test 

different campaigns and search terms and quickly scale what works best for each 

of its brands in various channels and markets. And instead of making digital media 

investments based on preconceived ideas and pre-set goals, the company uses 

reliable data insights about consumer behavior and other factors to build its digital 

strategy from the ground up. 

Key benefits
of Modern
BI for All
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In another case, a global human resources consulting firm, with hundreds 

of locations worldwide, needed a better way to measure and monitor the 

performance of its placement services. The company’s legacy approach, a 

highly manual reporting system that relied on email aggregation, was error prone, 

inconsistent from region to region, and incredibly time consuming. As a result, it was 

almost impossible for leaders to get a real-time view of the unit’s performance, and 

each office was somewhat on its own in using data to monitor the work.

   

 

Working with Domo, the company created a common data experience for everyone, 

which used trusted data sources, near real-time Salesforce feeds, and enriched data 

from other sources to produce better, timelier, and more accurate reports. This gave 

leaders at all levels of the organization the needed view into the performance of 

the placement services. At headquarters, leaders saw the global view, but in each 

home office the data was automatically filtered to provide the relevant metrics and 

context. On top of this added insight into performance, the company also saved 

2,000 labor hours per week by eliminating the need for manual reporting—hours 

that it redirected toward revenue generation.

   

For many organizations, Modern BI for All also lead to 
significant financial gains.  

Forrester conducted two studies to assess the business and financial benefits 

that companies could realize by adopting Modern BI for All from Domo. The first 

study focused on enterprise companies, the second on small and medium-sized 

businesses. In both studies, Forrester interviewed several customers with years of 

experience using Domo to determine how moving from traditional BI to Modern BI 

for All had affected their businesses. Forrester then used that information to create 

a composite company for each type of business, run financial analyses, and identify 

key benefits.

SOURCE: 
Forrester 
Research Case 
Study: The 
Total Economic 
Impact of Domo
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According to both Forrester studies, organizations that adopt Modern BI for All see 

significant business improvements, including increased revenue opportunities and 

reduced operating costs.

Forrester found that enterprise organizations realized an additional $5.3 million 

in net profit from increased revenue, reduced operating expenses by $2.2 million, 

generated more qualified leads without increasing their marketing budgets, and saw 

a return on investment (ROI) of 434%.

Small and medium-sized businesses experienced benefits 

(through increased revenue and lower costs) that added up 

to $2.51 million over three years versus expenses of just 

over $563,000, for a net present value of $1.94 million and 

an ROI of 345%.

Even the unquantified benefits were impressive. Among enterprise organizations, 

Modern BI for All increased executive confidence and helped organizations create 

a culture of insights-led decision making. Using Domo’s dashboards, for example, 

executives had access to key information about the business in real time, which 

increased their confidence when making key decisions. Having self-service access 

to timely insights across all functions of the business helped to foster a culture 

of decision making and accountability among employees across the organization, 

leading to better business outcomes.

 

Small-to-medium businesses experienced similar benefits, along with increased 

customer satisfaction due to better customer service, which they attributed directly 

to Modern BI for All. 

345%
ROI

ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATIONS

SMALL & MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESSES

$5.3
MILLION

434%
ROI$2.2

MILLION

INCREASED
NET PROFIT

REDUCED
OPERATING EXPENSES

SOURCE: 
The Total 
Economic 
Impact™ Of 
Domo For Small 
And Medium 
Businesses, 
March 2021
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Achieving BI leverage at cloud scale in record time, and the other business outcomes 

you want in today’s data-driven world, requires three essential elements: data agility, 

data literacy, and intelligent action. Domo’s modern BI platform can deliver all three.

Data Agility

What it means 
Data Agility is about unlocking all your data and getting it to work together—even 

though it wasn’t designed to do that. It’s about connecting data from thousands of 

sources and multiple platforms, so that it no longer matters where the data comes 

from or where it lives. It’s about breaking down data silos, shining a light on dark 

data by connecting to any source to make data available that wasn’t previously 

accessible, and combining disparate datasets to reveal new insights.  

Why it matters
Traditional BI is good at answering questions 

business leaders already know to ask, like: “What’s 

our revenue? What’s our current inventory? How 

many people do we have working remotely?” 

Traditional BI is less adept at inspiring and 

answering questions we never thought to ask.

What it takes
to put Modern BI 
for All to work in 
your business 

How 
Emerson 
Uses Domo 
to Connect 
Cold Supply 
Chain Data 
for COVID-19 
Vaccines
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Increasingly, traditional BI lacks the resources to keep pace with the needs of today’s 

dynamic organizations and to quickly respond to all the questions that a modern 

business needs to ask to continually innovate and remain competitive. In 2019, 

according to Forrester, 25% of global data and analytics decision makers said it took 

months to get analytics help from IT, while 8% said it took more than a year. 

Data agility is about accessing and analyzing data at the speed of business, replacing 

queries that used to take weeks or months with sub-second response times, without 

compromising data governance or data security.  

Case study: Disney Streaming Services
During the pandemic, Disney helped us all weather the storm by doubling down on 

streaming services. We saw modern BI quickly jump from our laptops to our TVs as 

Disney pulled together rich datasets from its disparate customer touchpoints across 

an extremely complex ecosystem to get a better view of its customers and provide 

even better customer experiences.

 

The first challenge was to pull together multiple data streams, often in wildly 

different formats, and create a single data set that would allow Disney Streaming 

Services teams to get a full picture of the voice of the customer. The second 

challenge was to build for scale when changes were constantly occurring within the 

data itself.

  

Working with Domo, Disney Streaming Services created a cohesive data set that 

continuously updates and provides a single source of truth for everyone in the 

company, enabling them to see the same information and get the same insights 

quickly and efficiently.

  

“If you’re not listening to what your customers are saying, you’re missing critical 

data points that can help you drive your business forward,” says Sierra Duncan, an 

analyst at Disney Streaming Services. “Customers are constantly interacting with 

your business through a variety of channels. How people are talking about your 

product and peers is no longer word of mouth, and it isn’t always directed at you, so 

you need to be able to aggregate all of the data streams from all of the places where 

these conversations are happening.” 

SIERRA
DUNCAN

SOURCE: 
Balance The 
Surge In Self-
Service BI With 

“Goldilocks” 
Governance 
That’s Just Right
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How to get started
To bring modern BI to your organization, begin by creating a culture of data agility. 

For example: 

• Allow yourself and your organization to think about data that is relevant to the 

business and the outcomes you want to achieve, but that may have been too 

expensive or too low-priority to access and analyze using traditional BI.  

• Unlock previously inaccessible or underused data to unleash new insights and 

create new opportunities for the business. 

• Encourage and enable small actions among your employees, to spark curiosity 

and drive change. 

• Empower small teams that want to be innovative by trusting them and making 

them accountable. 

A platform for data agility
You also need a platform for agility—one with the flexibility to connect, bring in, 

and effectively govern all types of data from many different sources, devices, and 

platforms.

  

Domo uses connectors to pull together all your data—regardless of size, source, or 

volume—and then runs the data through its Adrenaline engine. Domo’s Adrenaline 

engine delivers cloud-scale BI that can handle tens of trillions of rows of data 

at incredible speeds. On top of Adrenaline, Domo provides a set of powerful 

management tools—data governance, permissions, compliance, and so on—to 

create a data fabric that makes your data accessible and actionable.

  

Domo also enables you to connect to cloud data warehouses such as Snowflake and 

Amazon Redshift. As an example, Domo’s deep, native integration with Snowflake 

allows you to optimize your BI architecture and deliver data to people with business 

apps, BI, and data science—at speeds you never thought possible. You can also 

use Domo to bring all your people together around Amazon Redshift—or any other 

source of data—for seamless collaboration and real-time business insights.

 

Learn more about data agility at Domo, including
data integration and embedded analytics.  
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Data Literacy 

What it means 
Data literacy enables new insights and new innovations by unleashing people’s 

curiosity and giving them the knowledge, tools, and confidence to follow wherever 

it leads. Data literacy means making data usable and accessible to everyone in your 

organization. It’s not about hiring or training more analysts. It’s about giving regular 

people the ability and confidence to leverage data in their day-to-day work.  

When people see how easy it is to access data, pose queries, and gain insights, they 

start wondering what other questions they can ask, what other ideas they can 

explore. It’s a major mindset change that leads to new innovations.  

Why it matters
Traditional BI was about repeatable answers; 

Modern BI is All about questions. Questions 

from everyone in your organization, from every 

department, even from partners, vendors, and 

customers outside your company. Data literacy 

done right is when everyone is participating 

and ready to take action. That’s the kind of 

participation that can change your company 

culture and create ongoing opportunities to 

improve your business.

 

“You need to unwind how you’ve classically done things and be more creative,” says 

Jill Dyché, an independent strategy consultant. “Innovation has traditionally been 

viewed as an ‘a-ha’ moment, when actually it’s usually a series of smaller inspirations. 

When anybody can have those inspirations, it drives unique value to the business.”

 

Making data and insights accessible to everyone enables people in your organization 

to collaborate and work more effectively. Your sales teams can put the right 

information in front of prospective customers at exactly the right moment in the 

sales cycle, increasing their chance of winning the business and closing the deal. 

Perspectives 
on Modern 
Data with 
McKinsey & 
Co.’s CDO
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Your marketing teams can get better visibility into how they can best support the 

sales teams while generating more leads with no additional spending. Your finance 

and operations people can seamlessly share information, increasing cost-saving 

efficiencies across your organization. Your analysts can drive strategies that add 

value to your business, with a few analysts supporting a larger number of decision 

makers while others are freed to spend time on more strategic activities. Everyone 

in your organization can access relevant customer and partner data, making it easier 

for employees in different departments to work together to improve customer 

experiences.

Case study: Hobo Bags 
Hobo Bags is a second-generation family-owned business that sells a line of high-

quality wearable bags. Over the past 30 years, Hobo Bags evolved from primarily a 

wholesale business to one that sells directly to consumers online. The company was 

growing rapidly, but there was no centralized plan to manage this growth and no way 

to see all of the business at once.

 

The IT team knew that they needed to aggregate the data to show what was actually 

happening with the business, but the team found it difficult to unearth those 

insights, let alone make them available to business users. They were spending a lot 

of time mining data from legacy systems and pulling it together, rather than using 

data to make strategic decisions and propel the business forward.

 

The company worked with Domo to create data experiences that provide an in-depth 

look at every aspect of the business and empowers employees to make data-driven 

decisions, collaborate more effectively, and serve customers better.

  

“Prior to implementing Domo, I was spending about half my time supporting the 

development and maintenance of reports for our organization,” says Jon Stinnett, 

senior IT director at Hobo Bags. “The dashboards in Domo help us aggregate so 

much information and pull it together in a highly visual way. Ultimately, it has made 

us much more productive.” 

JON
STINNETT
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“We were able to consolidate disparate sources of data into a single source of truth 

that put all of our teams on the same page,” says Amy McManus, chief digital officer 

at Hobo Bags. “It’s been quite remarkable. Data has become part of our culture. We 

went from being data-curious to data-hungry to data-empowered, and now data is 

simply part of our day-to-day culture. And the only way to do that, really, is to let our 

business users drive it.” 

How to get started
To make Modern BI for All a reality in your organization, you need to create a culture 

of literacy. For example:  

• Encourage everyone in your organization to unleash and pursue their curiosity  

• Ask them to think creatively about questions that could help them in their day-

to-day work and enable them to contribute even more to the business 

• Stop saying no as much as possible; ask yourself if there is an efficient way to say 

yes 

• Create rituals and practices that encourage data literacy and curiosity, such as 

open labs, office hours, data council, and chat rooms. 

Build a cultural foundation for data literacy, and then provide a platform to enable 

that change and encourage people by allowing them to succeed in being more 

proactive with data and pursuing their curiosity to see what they can learn or 

discover. 

A platform for data literacy 
With more than 1,000 pre-built connectors, Domo allows you to bring all your data 

sources together into one unified view in record time, making the information 

instantly available on any device and powering decision-making at every level 

across the organization. By breaking down data silos and sharing insights inside and 

outside your organization, you can drive competitive advantage and enable people 

to collaborate, make decisions, and take actions that add value to your business.  

 

Learn more about data literacy at Domo. 

AMY
MCMANUS
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Intelligent Action 

What it means 
The knowledge and insights you gain from data analytics and business intelligence 

are worthless if they just live in your head. The value is in moving beyond 

dashboards and using intelligent apps, machine learning, and data science to 

transform data-driven insights into concrete actions that help you improve your 

business.  

Why it matters
Using data to drive actions is the new competitive 

advantage. Ten years ago, the companies that had 

access to data had a clear competitive advantage. 

Not anymore. Today, data is everywhere and 

organizations of every shape and size have access 

to an abundance of information. 

 

Now that access to data is no longer a differentiator, it’s all about what you’re 

doing with the information. How are you using data-driven insights to benefit your 

organization, make better and faster decisions, and improve customer experiences? 

The businesses that stand out today are the ones that excel in using data to drive 

intelligent action and achieve real-world results.

Case study: Regional One Health 
Regional One Health, the oldest hospital in Tennessee, treats some of the region’s 

most challenging trauma cases. Today, the hospital staff uses data every minute of 

every day to drive their decisions, but it wasn’t always that way. Not long ago, data 

wasn’t a big part of the culture at Regional One Health. Yet for Regional One Health 

to become a premier healthcare system, hospital officials knew the organization 

would need to embrace the power of data and start using it to drive decisions and 

actions that would help them increase efficiency and improve patient care.

They knew they had some obstacles to overcome such as staff distrust of the data, 

their hesitancy to use technology rather than paper, and technical issues like how to 
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tap into hundreds of data systems that didn’t talk to each other. They took a series of 

steps designed to change the culture, and people gradually came around. 

They also started working with Domo to create tools the staff could use every day in 

their work. Those included a specialized tool to track patients who are ready to be 

discharged, help case managers identify their needs, and assist with the discharge 

planning process. It also included an interactive data experience that displays the 

full range of hospital metrics.

  

Regional One Health used data-driven insights gained through Domo and Modern 

BI for All to track its COVID data and coordinate vaccinations, increase the use 

of its pharmacy, and reduce the length of hospital stays for patients. The latter 

achievement resulted in about $1 million in cost avoidance.

 

“We challenge the status quo from the high-tech innovative services we provide to 

the data that runs our organization,” says Dr. Reginald Coopwood, president and 

CEO of Regional One Health. “Utilizing Domo has been essential for improving our 

throughput and our processes. It’s one thing to think you’re doing a good job. It’s 

another thing to measure it.”  

REGINALD W.
COOPWOOD,
M.D.
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How to get started
Create a culture of intelligent action in your organization, encouraging everyone to 

continually ask three key questions: 

• How can we share data access and insights with more people who contribute to 

the success of our business? 

• How can we be more proactive and less reactive with our data? 

• How can we better leverage our existing infrastructure or develop new tools to 

help us transform data insights into intelligent action? 

A platform for intelligent action 
Modern BI for All doesn’t live in charts and graphs, it lives where the work gets done. 

It’s as simple as mobile alerts and as powerful as custom intelligent apps that inherit 

all the logic, rules, and permissions of your data fabric. Intelligent apps can change 

workflow—connecting operations with finance, marketing with vendors, and sales 

with customers. 

 

With Domo, you can choose from a wide selection of pre-built apps or build your 

own intelligent apps for modern BI on Domo’s cloud platform in just days, with no 

hardware or storage costs. When your employees, 

partners, vendors, or customers use these 

tools you provide, the apps write back to the 

sources, enriching your data even more.  

 

Learn more about 
intelligent action at Domo. 
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Every company today is looking for new and better ways to gain data-driven insights it 

can use to continuously improve its business, keep pace with customer demands, and 

stay competitive in a rapidly changing economy. With the challenges we’re currently 

facing, there is no better time to discover what Modern BI for All can do for your 

business.  

Modern BI for All offers a new and democratic approach to data access and insights—

one that can transform your business and help to ensure your ongoing success.

  

Domo provides a platform for data agility, data literacy, and intelligent action that 

can enable you to realize all the capabilities of Modern BI for All while leveraging your 

existing BI tools and other technology investments at cloud scale and in record time.

Watch a demo to learn more.  

Transform 
Your Business 
with Modern 
BI for All
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